
PURPLE CONSUMING FIRE MANTRA 

BELOVED MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE AND GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS! I 

call forth the dazzling, radiant Purple Consuming Fire, in Its most Powerful, Dynamic 

Activity to Flood, Sweep, Boil, Spin, Drive, Circle and Sustain the Purifying Power of 

Divine Love in, thru and around me and all souls, now and forever!  

I COMMAND the cosmic power of the chemical ray RIGHT NOW, to SATURATE, 

SATURATE, SATURATE the lowest levels of my being, the lowest levels of 

consciousness to which I have ever descended to CONSUME! CONSUME! 

CONSUME! dissolving the memory—cause, effect, and power—of the records of 

past trauma―scoured clean and healed this night by the purple consuming flame 

that I may no longer descend into hell in this life or in any life to come!  

By the power of Saint Germain's Maltese cross, blaze thy dazzling light of ten 

thousand deep purple flame suns throughout the earth and her people and 

transmute all that is not of the Light into the God-victorious, Light all-glorious, 

flaming Jesus Christ perfection:  

In thy name, 0 God, I decree:   

[pause] 

 

 
 

1.   …FLOOD…the Purple fire* in me (3x) 
 Beloved I AM! 

…FLOOD… the Purple fire in me (3x) 
        Give thy command! 

…FLOOD… the Purple fire in me (3x) 
           Increase it each hour! 

…FLOOD… the Purple fire in me (3x) 
                 Love, wisdom and power! 

 



    
SWEEP - the flame sweeps through you  

 
2. …SWEEP… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

 Beloved I AM! 
…SWEEP… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

        Give thy command! 
…SWEEP… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

           Increase it each hour! 
…SWEEP… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

                 Love, wisdom and power! 
 

 
BOIL - the energy bubbles up through you & clears energy 

 
3.  …BOIL… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

      Beloved I AM; 
…BOIL… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

   Give thy command; 
…BOIL… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

      Increase it each hour; 
…BOIL… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

           Love, wisdom and power. 



 
SPIN - the flame spirals counterclockwise around you 

 
4. …SPIN… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

Beloved I AM; 
…SPIN… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

        Give thy command; 
…SPIN… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

            Increase it each hour; 
…SPIN… the Purple fire through us (3x) 
                 Love, wisdom and power. 

 

 
DRIVE - more forceful - drives negativity out 

 
5.  …DRIVE… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

Beloved I AM; 
…DRIVE… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

        Give thy command; 
…DRIVE… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

           Increase it each hour; 
…DRIVE… the Purple fire through us (3x) 

                Love, wisdom and power. 



 

     
 

6. …CIRCLE… the Purple fire ‘round Earth (3x) 
Beloved I AM; 

…CIRCLE… the Purple fire ‘round Earth (3x) 
        Give thy command; 

…CIRCLE… the Purple fire ‘round Earth (3x) 
           Increase it each hour; 

…CIRCLE… the Purple fire ‘round Earth (3x) 
                Love, wisdom and power. 

 

    
 

7. …Sustain… the Purple fire in all (3x) 
Beloved I AM; 

…Sustain… the Purple fire in all (3x) 
Give thy command; 

…Sustain… the Purple fire in all (3x) 
Increase it each hour; 

…Sustain… the Purple fire in all (3x) 
Love, wisdom and power. 



 
 

I call forth the blessings of the Purple Fiery Heart of Saint Germain and Lady Master 
Portia to flood all with the fullness of every good thing that we may give to all life as 
you have given unto us. Ascended Master Eriel, hold all in your heart, eternally 
sustained, ever expanding, and world engulfing, until all Activities sanctioned by the 
Great White Brotherhood cover the Earth and reign everywhere Supreme with Full 
Power for all Eternity. And nothing else remains but the Purity, the Freedom, and the 
Victory of the Ascension for all, the Original Divine Way, without passing through the 
change called ‘death’. 
 
O Mighty I AM, Mighty I AM, Mighty I AM! 
 

["Violet Flame" or "Pink Flame" may be used instead of "Purple Fire"] 
 

Adapted from material © Saint Germain Foundation, Inc. 

 


